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Atmosphere-Ocean Dynamics deals with a systematic and unified approach to the dynamics of the ocean and atmosphere. The book reviews
the relationship of the ocean-atmosphere and how this system functions. The text explains this system through radiative equilibrium models;
the book also considers the greenhouse effect, the effects of convection and of horizontal gradients, and the variability in radiative driving of
the earth. Equations in the book show the properties of a material element, mass conservation, the balance of scalar quantity (such as
salinity), and the mathematical behavior of the ocean and atmosphere. The book also addresses how the ocean-atmosphere system tends to
adjust to equilibrium, both in the absence and presence of driving forces such as gravity. The text also explains the effect of the earth's
rotation on the system, as well as the application of forced motions such as that produced by wind or temperature changes. The book
explains tropical dynamics and the effects of variation of the Coriolis parameter with latitude. The text will be appreciated by meteorologists,
environmentalists, students studying hydrology, and people working in general earth sciences.
The aerodynamics of aircraft at high angles of attack is a subject which is being pursued diligently, because the modern agile fighter aircraft
and many of the current generation of missiles must perform well at very high incidence, near and beyond stall. However, a comprehensive
presentation of the methods and results applicable to the studies of the complex aerodynamics at high angle of attack has not been covered
in monographs or textbooks. This book is not the usual textbook in that it goes beyond just presenting the basic theoretical and experimental
know-how, since it contains reference material to practical calculation methods and technical and experimental results which can be useful to
the practicing aerospace engineers and scientists. It can certainly be used as a text and reference book for graduate courses on subjects
related to high angles of attack aerodynamics and for topics related to three-dimensional separation in viscous flow courses. In addition, the
book is addressed to the aerodynamicist interested in a comprehensive reference to methods of analysis and computations of high angle of
attack flow phenomena and is written for the aerospace scientist and engineer who is familiar with the basic concepts of viscous and inviscid
flows and with computational methods used in fluid dynamics.
The general area of geophysical fluid mechanics is truly interdisciplinary. Now ideas from statistical physics are being applied in novel ways
to inhomogeneous complex systems such as atmospheres and oceans. In this book, the basic ideas of geophysics, probability theory,
information theory, nonlinear dynamics and equilibrium statistical mechanics are introduced and applied to large time-selective decay, the
effect of large scale forcing, nonlinear stability, fluid flow on a sphere and Jupiter's Great Red Spot. The book is the first to adopt this
approach and it contains many recent ideas and results. Its audience ranges from graduate students and researchers in both applied
mathematics and the geophysical sciences. It illustrates the richness of the interplay of mathematical analysis, qualitative models and
numerical simulations which combine in the emerging area of computational science.
The early development of life, a fundamental question for humankind, requires the presence of a suitable planetary climate. Our
understanding of how habitable planets come to be begins with the worlds closest to home. Venus, Earth, and Mars differ only modestly in
their mass and distance from the Sun, yet their current climates could scarcely be more divergent. Only Earth has abundant liquid water,
Venus has a runaway greenhouse, and evidence for life-supporting conditions on Mars points to a bygone era. In addition, an Earth-like
hydrologic cycle has been revealed in a surprising place: Saturn’s cloud-covered satellite Titan has liquid hydrocarbon rain, lakes, and river
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networks. Deducing the initial conditions for these diverse worlds and unraveling how and why they diverged to their current climates is a
challenge at the forefront of planetary science. Through the contributions of more than sixty leading experts in the field, Comparative
Climatology of Terrestrial Planets sets forth the foundations for this emerging new science and brings the reader to the forefront of our current
understanding of atmospheric formation and climate evolution. Particular emphasis is given to surface-atmosphere interactions, evolving
stellar flux, mantle processes, photochemistry, and interactions with the interplanetary environment, all of which influence the climatology of
terrestrial planets. From this cornerstone, both current professionals and most especially new students are brought to the threshold, enabling
the next generation of new advances in our own solar system and beyond. Contents Part I: Foundations Jim Hansen Mark Bullock Scot
Rafkin Caitlin Griffith Shawn Domagal-Goldman and Antigona Segura Kevin Zahnle Part II: The Greenhouse Effect and Atmospheric
Dynamics Curt Covey G. Schubert and J. Mitchell Tim Dowling Francois Forget and Sebastien Lebonnois Vladimir Krasnopolsky Adam
Showman Part III: Clouds, Hazes, and Precipitation Larry Esposito A. Määttänen, K. Pérot, F. Montmessin, and A. Hauchecorne Nilton
Renno Zibi Turtle Mark Marley Part IV: Surface-Atmosphere Interactions Colin Goldblatt Teresa Segura et al. John Grotzinger Adrian
Lenardic D. A. Brain, F. Leblanc, J. G. Luhmann, T. E. Moore, and F. Tian Part V: Solar Influences on Planetary Climate Aaron Zent Jerry
Harder F. Tian, E. Chassefiere, F. Leblanc, and D. Brain David Des Marais
This book serves to deepen the theoretical understanding of mesoscale dynamics and makes its basic concepts clear, reflecting new
research results. It emphasizes important theories that have not been given enough attention in recent years, such as generalized potential
temperature and the moist potential vorticity theory of non-uniform saturated moist atmospheres. By integrating theory with practice, the book
also introduces the forecast method of rainstorms and other disastrous weathers using dynamic factors. This book can be used as a point of
reference for operational forecasters, researchers and graduate and undergraduate students whose research interests are atmospheric
sciences, and ocean and water sciences. It will also be of interest to scholars who study geological disasters, such as multiphase flow,
mountains, debris flows and landslides, as well as geological seismologists.
This book surveys recent developments in numerical techniques for global atmospheric models. It is based upon a collection of lectures
prepared by leading experts in the field. The chapters reveal the multitude of steps that determine the global atmospheric model design. They
encompass the choice of the equation set, computational grids on the sphere, horizontal and vertical discretizations, time integration
methods, filtering and diffusion mechanisms, conservation properties, tracer transport, and considerations for designing models for massively
parallel computers. A reader interested in applied numerical methods but also the many facets of atmospheric modeling should find this book
of particular relevance.
Designed with researchers, students, and weather observers and enthusiasts in mind, Northeast Snowstorms takes the unique approach of
utilizing conventional weather charts and detailed descriptions of individual storms to analyze storms in a multi-disciplinary way. The most
comprehensive treatment of winter storms ever compiled, this two-volume set includes case studies, insights, historic photos, and 200 color
figures. The extra material on the SpringerExtras server contains five days of complete reanalysis data at 35-km grid resolution and 64
vertical levels for each of the cases. This allows everyone from enthusiasts to students to conduct their own diagnostic studies or research
projects for any of the 70 historic cases, from a PC or workstation environment. Instructors take note: this is an excellent tool for creating
classroom exercises.
Designed for advanced undergraduate and graduate courses in modern boundary-layer theory, this frequently cited work offers a self-
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contained treatment of theories for treating laminar and turbulent boundary layers of reacting gas mixtures. 1962 edition.
Written by a leading specialist in the area of atmosphere/ocean science (AOS), the book presents an excellent introduction to this important
topic. The goals of these lecture notes, based on courses presented by the author at the Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences, are to
introduce mathematicians to the fascinating and important area of atmosphere/ocean science (AOS) and, conversely, to develop a
mathematical viewpoint on basic topics in AOS of interest to the disciplinary AOS community, ranging from graduate students to researchers.
The lecture notes emphasize the serendipitous connections between applied mathematics and geophysical flows in the style of modern
applied mathematics, where rigorous mathematical analysis as well as asymptotic, qualitative, and numerical modeling all interact to ease the
understanding of physical phenomena. Reading these lecture notes does not require a previous course in fluid dynamics, although a serious
reader should supplement these notes with material such The book is intended for graduate students and researchers working in
interdisciplinary areas between mathematics and AOS. It is excellent for supplementary course reading or independent study.
This long-anticipated monograph honoring scientist and teacher Fred Sanders includes 16 articles by various authors as well as dozens of
unique photographs evoking Fred's character and the vitality of the scientific community he helped develop through his work. Editors Lance
F. Bosart (University at Albany/SUNY) and Howard B. Bluestein (University of Oklahoma at Norman) have brought together contributions
from luminary authors-including Kerry Emanuel, Robert Burpee, Edward Kessler, and Louis Uccellini-to honor Fred's work in the fields of
forecasting, weather analysis, synoptic meteorology, and climatology. The result is a significant volume of work that represents a lasting
record of Fred Sanders' influence on atmospheric science and legacy of teaching.
This book studies the pitfalls of regional climate models in simulating track and intensity of tropical cyclone over western North Pacific for the
East Asian summer monsoon climate. A number of sensitivity experiments related to tropical cyclone simulation with different model
configurations and model physical schemes, including model resolution, model lateral boundary condition, effect of sea surface temperature,
cumulus parameterization scheme and model microphysics scheme, as well as the features and the failure of tropical cyclone simulation in
regional climate models were carefully analyzed with model output with high temporal resolution, to investigate shortcomings of the models,
so as to come up with better models to simulate and study tropical cyclone track and intensity. The book is suitable for graduate students in
meteorology with focuses in the tropical cyclone simulation, as well as professionals devoted to model development and study of tropical
cyclone activities. Contents: Effects of Tropical Cyclones on Regional Climate Modeling Over East Asia in SummerLateral Boundary Buffer
Zone and Its Effect on Tropical Cyclone TrackImpact of Cumulus Parameterization Scheme on the Tropical Cyclone TrackFeedback of
Tropical Cyclone Activities on the Western Pacific Subtropical HighMechanism of Tropical Cyclone Track Sensitive to Planetary Boundary
Layer SchemeSensitivity of Tropical Cyclone Track to Storm SizeModel Convergence in Simulations of Tropical Cyclone at Grey-Zone
ResolutionsMechanism of Cumulus Parameterization Scheme on Model ConvergenceEffects of Inner and Outer Sea Surface Temperature
on Tropical Cyclone Intensity Effects of Relative and Absolute SST on Tropical Cyclone Intensity Readership: Graduate students and
researchers in the field of climatogy/meteorology and climate change. Keywords: Tropical Cyclone;Simulation;Regional Climate Model;East
Asian Summer MonsoonReview: Key Features: The tropical cyclone topics in regional climate modeling has caused more and more
attentionNo monograph on the tropical cyclone in regional climate model has ever been publishedThe book focuses on the mechanism of
regional climate model's failure in simulating tropical cyclone, which has never been proposed
Fluid dynamics is fundamental to our understanding of the atmosphere and oceans. Although many of the same principles of fluid dynamics
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apply to both the atmosphere and oceans, textbooks tend to concentrate on the atmosphere, the ocean, or the theory of geophysical fluid
dynamics (GFD). This textbook provides a comprehensive unified treatment of atmospheric and oceanic fluid dynamics. The book introduces
the fundamentals of geophysical fluid dynamics, including rotation and stratification, vorticity and potential vorticity, and scaling and
approximations. It discusses baroclinic and barotropic instabilities, wave-mean flow interactions and turbulence, and the general circulation of
the atmosphere and ocean. Student problems and exercises are included at the end of each chapter. Atmospheric and Oceanic Fluid
Dynamics: Fundamentals and Large-Scale Circulation will be an invaluable graduate textbook on advanced courses in GFD, meteorology,
atmospheric science and oceanography, and an excellent review volume for researchers. Additional resources are available at
www.cambridge.org/9780521849692.
Mesoscale Meteorology in Mid-Latitudes presents the dynamics of mesoscale meteorological phenomena in a highly accessible, student-
friendly manner. The book's clear mathematical treatments are complemented by high-quality photographs and illustrations. Comprehensive
coverage of subjects including boundary layer mesoscale phenomena, orographic phenomena and deep convection is brought together with
the latest developments in the field to provide an invaluable resource for mesoscale meteorology students. Mesoscale Meteorology in Mid-
Latitudes functions as a comprehensive, easy-to-use undergraduate textbook while also providing a useful reference for graduate students,
research scientists and weather industry professionals. Illustrated in full colour throughout Covers the latest developments and research in
the field Comprehensive coverage of deep convection and its initiation Uses real life examples of phenomena taken from broad geographical
areas to demonstrate the practical aspects of the science
A Thoroughly Updated New Edition of an Essential Text in an Ever-evolving FieldIdeal for the upper-level undergraduate or introductory-level
graduate course on climatology, the thoroughly updated third edition provides students with a comprehensive foundation of the climatic
system. It begins with an overview of climatology basics, including a discussion on climatology versus meteorology and an introduction to the
atmosphere. Also included in these introductory chapters is a discussion on air/sea interactions to assist readers in understanding this critical
aspect of the earth/atmosphere system. Using a regional approach, discussions progress to more advanced concepts, such as microscale
processes; climatic water balance; global atmospheric circulation; climatic classification; the spatial variability of climates; and much more.
Presenting evidence-based contemporary information and data, Climatology, Third Edition encourages readers to think critically about the
climate system while developing a sense of social responsibility. The comprehensive Third Edition provides up-to-date data through graphs
and maps, and introduces new key terms that have crept into the science and public discourse. With additional quantitative and
paleoclimatology material, Climatology, Third Edition thoroughly explores the processes that make the climate the way it is today, making it
an essential resource for students delving into this ever-evolving field.
An Introduction to Numerical Weather Prediction Techniques is unique in the meteorological field as it presents for the first time theories and
software of complex dynamical and physical processes required for numerical modeling. It was first prepared as a manual for the training of
the World Meteorological Organization's programs at a similar level. This new book updates these exercises and also includes the latest data
sets. This book covers important aspects of numerical weather prediction techniques required at an introductory level. These techniques,
ranging from simple one-dimensional space derivative to complex numerical models, are first described in theory and for most cases
supported by fully tested computational software. The text discusses the fundamental physical parameterizations needed in numerical
weather models, such as cumulus convection, radiative transfers, and surface energy fluxes calculations. The book gives the user all the
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necessary elements to build a numerical model. An Introduction to Numerical Weather Prediction Techniques is rich in illustrations, especially
tables showing outputs from each individual algorithm presented. Selected figures using actual meteorological data are also used. This book
is primarily intended for senior-level undergraduates and first-year graduate students in meteorology. It is also excellent for individual
scientists who wish to use the book for self-study. Scientists dealing with geophysical data analysis or predictive models will find this book
filled with useful techniques and data-processing algorithms.
An Introduction to the Mathematical Theory of Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
This book is an introductory course to the physics and chemistry of the atmosphere and to climate dynamics. It covers the basics in
thermodynamics, fluid dynamics, radiation, and chemistry and explains the most intriguing problems that currently exist in the study of the
atmospheres of the Earth and planets. A particular effort is made to approach the different topics intuitively. Among the themes covered are
the most recent evolution concerning the chemistry of polluted troposphere, the global warming problem, and chaos and nonlinear theory.
The book is almost completely rewritten in comparison to the previous edition, with a more logical organization of the chapters. The
fundamentals of thermodynamics, radiation, fluid dynamics and chemistry are introduced in the first six chapters, including a new chapter on
remote sensing. Also there is an additional chapter on geoengineering. A significant addition to the new edition, at the end of each chapter,
are examples where the topics introduced in the chapter are further discussed with application to classical problems or new research items.
Many of these examples are accompanied by computer programs. The most important updates deal with the theory of the general circulation,
the methods to evaluate GCM, the detailed discussion of the urban troposphere and the chaos and nonlinear phenomena.
Now in its fully updated fourth edition, this leading text in its field is an exhaustive monograph on turbulence in fluids in its theoretical and
applied aspects. The authors examine a number of advanced developments using mathematical spectral methods, direct-numerical
simulations, and large-eddy simulations. The book remains a hugely important contribution to the literature on a topic of great importance for
engineering and environmental applications, and presents a very detailed presentation of the field.
This book is a formal presentation of lectures given at the 1987 Summer School on Turbulence, held at the National Center for Atmospheric
Research under the auspices of the Geophysical Turbulence Program. The lectures present in detail certain of the more challenging and
interesting current turbulence research problems in engineering, meteorology, plasma physics, and mathematics. The lecturers-Uriel Frisch
(Mathematics), Douglas Lilly (Meteorology), David Montgomery (Plasma Physics), and Hendrik Tennekes (Engineering) ? are distinguished
for both their research contributions and their abilities to communicate these to students with enthusiasm. This book is distinguished by its
simultaneous focus on the fundamentals of turbulent flows (in neutral and ionized fluids) and on a presentation of current research tools and
topics in these fields.
Dynamic meteorology is the study of those motions of the atmosphere that are associated with weather and climate. The science of dynamic
meteorology continues its rapid advance, and its scope has broadened considerably. There continue to be important new developments in
the analysis and prediction of extratropical synoptic-scale systems. Important progress has been made in the understanding of mesoscale
storms, in tropical dynamics, in the dynamics of climate, and in the dynamics of the middle atmosphere. An Introduction to Dynamic
Meteorology, Third Edition reflects the full scope of modern dynamic meteorology, while providing a coherent presentation of the
fundamentals. The text emphasizes physical principles rather than mathematical elegance. * Presents a cogent explanation of the
fundamentals of meteorology * Explains storm dynamics for weather-oriented meteorologists * Discusses climate dynamics and the
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implications posed for global change * Features a new chapter on mesoscale dynamics * Includes updated treatments of climate dynamics,
tropical meteorology, middle atmosphere dynamics, and numerical prediction * Instructor's manual is available
Clouds and cloud systems and their interactions with larger scales of motion, radiation, and the Earth’s surface are extremely important parts
of weather and climate systems. Their treatment in weather forecast and climate models is a significant source of errors and uncertainty. As
computer power increases, it is beginning to be possible to explicitly resolve cloud and precipitation processes in these models, presenting
opportunities for improving precipitation forecasts and larger-scale phenomena such as tropical cyclones which depend critically on cloud and
precipitation physics. This book by Professor Shouting Gao of the Institute of Atmospheric Physics in Beijing and Xiaofan Li of NOAA’s
National Environmental Satellite Data and Information Services (NESDIS) presents an update and review of results of high-resolution, mostly
two-dimensional models of clouds and precipitation and their interactions with larger scales of motion and the Earth’s surface. It provides a
thorough description of cloud and precipitation physics, including basic governing equations and related physics, such as phase changes of
water, radiation and mixing. Model results are compared with observations from the 1992-93 Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere Coupled
Ocean Atmosphere Response Experiment (TOGA COARE) experiment. The importance of the ocean to tropical convective systems is clearly
shown here in the numerical results of simulations with their air-sea coupled modeling system. While the focus is on tropical convection, the
methodology and applicability can be extended to cloud and precipitation processes elsewhere. The results described in this well-written book
form a solid foundation for future high-resolution model weather forecasts and climate simulations that resolve clouds explicitly in three
dimensions—a future that has great promise for the understanding and prediction of weather and climate for the great benefit of society.
This is a graduate-level textbook on the global circulation of the Earth's atmosphere—the large-scale system of winds by which energy is
transported around the planet, from the tropical latitudes to the poles. Written by David Randall, one of the world’s foremost experts on the
subject, it is the most comprehensive textbook on the topic. Intended for Earth science students who have completed some graduate-level
coursework in atmospheric dynamics, the book will help students build on that foundation, preparing them for research in the field. The book
describes the many phenomena of the circulation and explains them in terms of current ideas from fluid dynamics and thermodynamics, with
frequent use of isentropic coordinates and using the methods of vector calculus. It emphasizes the key roles of water vapor and clouds,
includes detailed coverage of energy flows and transformations, and pays close attention to scale interactions. The book also describes the
major historical contributions of key scientists, giving a human dimension to the narrative, and it closes with a discussion of how the global
circulation is evolving as the Earth’s climate changes. The most comprehensive graduate-level textbook on the subject Written by one of the
world’s leading experts Connects global circulation and climate phenomena Addresses energy, moisture, and angular-momentum balance;
the hydrologic cycle; and atmospheric turbulence and convection Emphasizes the energy cycle of the atmosphere; the role of moist
processes; and circulation as an unpredictable, chaotic process Helps prepare students for research An online illustration package is
available to professors
The dominant processes leading to lateral transport by the general ocean circulation are reviewed. The general circulation is distinguished
from a theoretical steady flow by the effects of mesoscale eddies. The general circulation flow may be averaged over the scale of the eddies,
but averaging does not eliminate correlations among eddy variables. The present state of understanding of the transport by these eddy
correlations, and how they are parameterized in models, is discussed in some detail. Satellite, drifter, and model estimates of eddy statistics
are compared. Particular emphasis is placed on the direction, heterogeneity, and anisotropy of eddy-induced diffusion, advection, and
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transport.
Vortex methods have been developed and applied to many kinds of flows related to various problems in wide engineering and scientific fields.
The purpose of the First International conference on Vortex methods was to provide an opportunity for engineers and scientists to present
their achievements, exchange ideas and discuss new developments in mathematical and physical modeling techniques and engineering
applications of vortex methods. Contents: Vortex Element Methods, the Most Natural Approach to Flow Simulation — A Review of
Methodology with Applications (R I Lewis)A Hybrid Vortex Method (J M R Graham & R H Arkell)Transient Flow Around a Circular Cylinder
Near the Moving and Rigid Ground by a Vortex Method (T Kida & T Take)Vortex Method Analysis of Turbulent Flows (P S Bernard et
al.)Dynamics of Coherent Structures in a Forced Round Jet (S Izawa et al.)Convergence Study for the Vortex Method with Boundaries (L-A
Ying)3D Vortex Methods: Achievements and Challenges (G H Cottet)Development of a Vortex and Heat Elements Method and Its Application
to Analysis of Unsteady Heat Transfer Around a Circular Cylinder in a Uniform Flow (K Kamemoto & T Miyasaka)Three-Dimensional Vortex
Method Using the Ferguson Spline (M Tsutahara et al.)Numerical Prediction of Rotor Tip-Vortex Roll-Up in Axial Flights by Using a Time-
Marching Free-Wake Method (D J Lee)and other papers Readership: Students and researchers in computational fluid mechanics. Keywords:
This comprehensive introduction to the physics and chemistry of Earth's atmosphere explains the science behind some of the most critical
and intensely debated environmental controversies of our day. In it, one of the world's leading experts on planetary environments presents
the background necessary to assess the complex effects of human activity on our atmosphere and climate. Unique in its breadth and depth of
coverage, The Atmospheric Environment includes a survey of Earth's climatic history to provide a context for assessing the changes
underway today. It is written for--and will be of lasting value to--a varied audience, including not only students but also professional scientists
and others seeking a sophisticated but readable introduction to the frontiers of contemporary research on biogeochemistry, depletion of
stratospheric ozone, tropospheric air pollution, and climatology. The book covers both the chemistry and physics of the atmosphere with an
account of relevant aspects of ocean science, treats atmospheric science and the climate as an integrated whole, and makes explicit the
policy implications of what is known. Its critical account of steps taken by the international community to address the issue of climatic change
highlights the challenge of dealing with a global issue for which the political and economic stakes are high, where uncertainties are common,
and where there is an urgent need for clear thinking and informed policy. The book also sketches key gaps in our knowledge, outlining where
we need to go to fully understand the impact of our actions on the climate. Thorough, timely, and authoritative, this is the book to consult for
answers about some of the thorniest and most pressing environmental questions that we face.
Ideal for the upper-level undergraduate or introductory-level graduate courses, the second edition presents students with a thorough
foundation on the climactic system. The authors begin with an overview of climatology basics, including a discussion on climatology versus
meteorology and an introduction to the atmosphere. They then introduce more advanced concepts, such as microscale transfer of energy,
matter, and momentum; the global water balance; global atmospheric circulation; climatic classification with special emphasis on the regional
differences within the same climate types; and much more.
One of the principal concerns in recent years regarding the atmospheric environment has been the formation of ozone and other photo-
oxidants over much of Europe in the summer. Ozone is formed in the atmosphere by a complex series of chemical reactions in the presence
of sunlight from volatile organic compounds and nitrogen oxides. As the reactions take place in air flows determined by the detailed
meteorological situation, the measurement, interpretation, understanding and modelling of the levels, fluxes and origins of the ozone are
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extremely difficult. The present volume reviews several of the currently important questions and presents detailed reports from investigators
all over the continent. As such, it provides insight into the current scientific views about ozone in Europe.
Since the computing revolution, modelling has become the most important way in which we further our knowledge about how the sea moves
and how the processes in the sea operate. The coast and the continental shelf are two of the most important areas of the sea to understand.
Coastal and Shelf Sea Modelling is therefore very timely and important. In this text, modelling the processes that occur in the sea is motivated
continually through real life examples. Sometimes these are incorporated naturally within the text, but there are also a number of case studies
taken from the recent research literature. These will be particularly valuable to students as they are presented in a style more readily
accessible than that found in a typical research journal. The motivation for modelling is care for the environment. The well publicised problem
of global warming, the phenomenon of El Niño, more localised pollution scares caused by tanker accidents and even smaller scale coastal
erosion caused by storms all provide motivation for modelling and all get coverage in this text. Particularly novel features of the book include
a systematic treatment of the modelling process in a marine context, the inclusion of diffusion in some detail, ecosystems modelling and a
brief foray into wave prediction. The final chapter provides the reader with the opportunity to do some modelling; there are many worked
examples followed by exercises that readers can try themselves. All answers are provided. Throughout, the style is informal and the
technicalities in term of mathematics are kept to a minimum. Coastal and Shelf Sea Modelling is particularly suitable for graduate marine and
oceanographic modelling courses, but will also prove useful to coastal engineers and students at any level interested in the quantitative
modelling of marine processes. It is stressed that only a minimal level of mathematics (first year calculus or less) is required; the style and
content is introductory.
Overview White's Fluid Mechanics offers students a clear and comprehensive presentation of the material that demonstrates the progression
from physical concepts to engineering applications and helps students quickly see the practical importance of fluid mechanics fundamentals.
The wide variety of topics gives instructors many options for their course and is a useful resource to students long after graduation. The
book’s unique problem-solving approach is presented at the start of the book and carefully integrated in all examples. Students can progress
from general ones to those involving design, multiple steps and computer usage. McGraw-Hill Education's Connect, is also available as an
optional, add on item. Connect is the only integrated learning system that empowers students by continuously adapting to deliver precisely
what they need, when they need it, how they need it, so that class time is more effective. Connect allows the professor to assign homework,
quizzes, and tests easily and automatically grades and records the scores of the student's work. Problems are randomized to prevent sharing
of answers an may also have a "multi-step solution" which helps move the students' learning along if they experience difficulty. The eighth
edition of Fluid Mechanics offers students a clear and comprehensive presentation of the material that demonstrates the progression from
physical concepts to engineering applications. The book helps students to see the practical importance of fluid mechanics fundamentals. The
wide variety of topics gives instructors many options for their course and is a useful resource to students long after graduation. The problem-
solving approach is presented at the start of the book and carefully integrated in all examples. Students can progress from general examples
to those involving design, multiple steps, and computer usage.
Modeling and prediction of oceanographic phenomena and climate is based on the integration of dynamic equations. The Equations of
Oceanic Motions derives and systematically classifies the most common dynamic equations used in physical oceanography, from large-scale
thermohaline circulations to those governing small scale motions and turbulence. After establishing the basic dynamical equations that
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describe all oceanic motions, Müller then derives approximate equations, emphasizing the assumptions made and physical processes
eliminated. He distinguishes between geometric, thermodynamic and dynamic approximations and between the acoustic, gravity, vortical and
temperature-salinity modes of motion. Basic concepts and formulae of equilibrium thermodynamics, vector and tensor calculus, curvilinear
coordinate systems, and the kinematics of fluid motion and wave propagation are covered in appendices. Providing the basic theoretical
background for graduate students and researchers of physical oceanography and climate science, this book will serve as both a
comprehensive text and an essential reference.
This revised text presents a cogent explanation of the fundamentals of meteorology, and explains storm dynamics for weather-oriented
meteorologists. It discusses climate dynamics and the implications posed for global change. The new edition features a companion website
with MATLAB® exercises and updated treatments of several key topics. Much of the material is based on a two-term course for seniors
majoring in atmospheric sciences. KEY FEATURES Lead author Gregory J. Hakim, a major contributor to the 4th Edition, succeeds James
Holton (deceased) on this 5th Edition Provides clear physical explanations of key dynamical principles Contains a wealth of illustrations to
elucidate text and equations, plus end-of-chapter problems Instructor's Manual available to adopters NEW IN THIS EDITION Substantial
chapter updates, and integration of new research on climate change Content on the most recent developments in predictability, data
assimilation, climate sensitivity, and generalized stability A fresh streamlined pedagogical approach to tropical meteorology, baroclinic
development, and quasi-geostrophic theory Aspects of synoptic meteorology provide stronger linkage to observations Companion website
includes MATLAB codes for plotting animated weather patterns; Problem sets and exercises; streaming video, illustrations and figures.
This exciting text provides a mathematically rigorous yet accessible textbook that is primarily aimed at atmospheric science majors. Its
accessibility is due to the texts emphasis on conceptual understanding. The first five chapters constitute a companion text to introductory
courses covering the dynamics of the mid-latitude atmosphere. The final four chapters constitute a more advanced course, and provide
insights into the diagnostic power of the quasi-geostrophic approximation of the equations outlined in the previous chapters, the meso-scale
dynamics of thefrontal zone, the alternative PV perspective for cyclone interpretation, and the dynamics of the life-cycle of mid-latitude
cyclones. Written in a clear and accessible style Features real weather examples and global case studies Each chapter sets out clear
learning objectives and tests students’ knowledge with concluding questions and answers A Solutions Manual is also available for this
textbook on the Instructor Companion Site www.wileyeurope.com/college/martin. “...a student-friendly yet rigorous textbook that
accomplishes what no other textbook has done before... I highly recommend this textbook. For instructors, this is a great book if they don’t
have their own class notes – one can teach straight from the book. And for students, this is a great book if they don’t take good class notes –
one can learn straight from the book. This is a rare attribute of advanced textbooks.” Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society (BAMS),
2008
This book thoroughly covers the development of the theory of rotating hydraulics, making frequent use of supporting laboratory models and
observational data. The need to understand rotating hydraulic phenomena is growing as general interest in climate and global circulation is
continuously increasing. The book details cutting-edge research and includes many exercises.
The Basis of Atmospheric Mesoscale Dynamics and a Dynamical Method of Predicting RainstormsCambridge Scholars Publishing
Mankin Mak's textbook provides a self-contained course on atmospheric dynamics. The first half is suitable for senior undergraduates, and
develops the physical, dynamical and mathematical concepts at the fundamental level. The second half of the book is aimed at more
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advanced students who are already familiar with the basics. The contents have been developed from many years of the author's teaching at
the University of Illinois. Discussions are supplemented with schematics, weather maps and statistical plots of the atmospheric general
circulation. Students often find the connection between theoretical dynamics and atmospheric observation somewhat tenuous, and this book
demonstrates a strong connection between the key dynamics and real observations. This textbook is an invaluable asset for courses in
atmospheric dynamics for advanced students and researchers in atmospheric science, ocean science, weather forecasting, environmental
science, and applied mathematics. Some background in mathematics, physics and basic atmospheric science is assumed.
A concise introduction to atmosphere-ocean dynamics at the intermediate-advanced undergraduate level, taking the reader from basic
dynamics to cutting-edge topics.
Inhaltsverzeichnis: I Fundamentals - 1: Introduction - 2: The Coriolis Force - 3: Equations of Fluid Motion - 4: Equations Governing
Geophysical Flows - 5: Diffusive Processes - 6: Transport and FateII Rotation Effects - 7: Geostrophic Flows and Vorticity Dynamics - 8:
Ekman layer - 9: Barotropic Waves - 10: Barotropic Instability - III Stratification Effects - 11: Stratification - 12: Layered Models - 13: Internal
Waves - 14: Turbulence in Stratified Fluids - IV Combined Rotation and Stratification Effects - 15: Dynamics of Stratified Rotating Flows - 16:
Quasi-Geostrophic Dynamics - 17: Instabilities of Rotating Stratified Flows - 18: Fronts, Jets and VorticesV Special Topics - 19: Atmospheric
General Circulation - 20: Oceanic General Circulation - 21: Equatorial Dynamics - 22: Data Assimilation - VI Web-site information Appendix A:
Elements of Fluid Mechanics - Appendix B: Wave KinematicsAppendix C: Recapitulation of Numerical SchemesReferencesCD-ROM
This textbook provides a mathematical introduction to the theory of large-scale ocean circulation. It is accessible for readers with an
elementary knowledge of mathematics and physics, including continuum mechanics and solution methods for ordinary differential equations.
At the end of each chapter several exercises are formulated. Many of these are aimed to further develop methodological skills and to get
familiar with the physical concepts. New material is introduced in only a few of these exercises. Fully worked out answers to all exercises can
be downloaded from the book’s web site.
This book is composed of 12 review papers invited for the Palmen Memorial Symposium on Extratropical Cyclones held in Helsinki, Finland,
29 August - 2 September 1988. To celebrate the 90th anniversary of the birth of Professor Erik Palmén, this symposium was organized to
give a state-of-the-art picture of research on the structure and dynamics of extratropical cyclones, a topic which Palmén pioneered during the
era of advances in aerological analysis. This symposium was organized by the Geophysical Society of Finland and the American
Meteorological Society in cooperation with the Danish, Norwegian and Swedish Geophysical Societies. Extratropical Cyclones offers state-of-
the-art information on extratropical cyclones, and recent findings by European and American authorities in various subject areas. The first two
chapters discuss Palmen's works on cyclones and his early general circulation concepts. The ten chapters following chronicle the advances
in understanding cyclones; the theory, structure, and physical processes of cyclones; orographic cyclogenesis; and more. Extratropical
Cyclones also contains synoptic case analyses, modeling results, examples of the phenomena discussed, and abundant references. While
particular aspects are emphasized in the individual contributions, the book as a whole summarizes the major features of various kinds of
extratropical cyclones based on observational analyses, theory and numerical experimentation. This volume is of interest to researchers in
dynamic and synoptic meteorology, climatology and mesometeorology, as well as in numerical modeling and weather forecasting. It is also
useful for meteorology courses at graduate and upper undergraduate levels.
This book sets forth the physical, mathematical, and numerical foundations of computer models used to understand and predict the global
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ocean climate system. Aimed at students and researchers of ocean and climate science who seek to understand the physical content of
ocean model equations and numerical methods for their solution, it is largely general in formulation and employs modern mathematical
techniques. It also highlights certain areas of cutting-edge research. Stephen Griffies presents material that spans a broad spectrum of issues
critical for modern ocean climate models. Topics are organized into parts consisting of related chapters, with each part largely self-contained.
Early chapters focus on the basic equations arising from classical mechanics and thermodynamics used to rationalize ocean fluid dynamics.
These equations are then cast into a form appropriate for numerical models of finite grid resolution. Basic discretization methods are
described for commonly used classes of ocean climate models. The book proceeds to focus on the parameterization of phenomena occurring
at scales unresolved by the ocean model, which represents a large part of modern oceanographic research. The final part provides a tutorial
on the tensor methods that are used throughout the book, in a general and elegant fashion, to formulate the equations.
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